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COMMENTARIES ON THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES

By CHESTER JAMES ANTIEAU
Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center

A TREATMENT THROUGHOUT OF: DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
LAW AND TRENDS IN THE LAW

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AS PRACTICED

Emphasis throughout is on the topics of constitutional law faced by
lawyers, e.g. the limitations upon the states interfering with firms
doing interstate commerce; the requirements both the state and fed-
eral governments must respect in prosecuting persons alleged to have
violated the law; constitutional limitations upon the state and federal
government in taxing persons and business firms, etc.

DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS

Part 1 — The limitation of the federal constitution upon the states

Part 2 — The limitation of the federal constitution upon the fed-
eral government

Making the work much more usable and readily pertinent to the
problems of the practitioner.

• An abundance of illustrations to indicate the significance of con-
stitutional rules in their application.

• Replete with pertinent and well edited quotations from the leading
cases to emphasize the reasons behind the decisions and judicial
philosophies and attitudes.

• Dissenting and concurring opinions are regularly indicated and
the merit of the ideas contained therein evaluated.

1 Volume (With Latest Pocket Part Supplement) $10.00
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